HAMPDEN WITH THE ARMY
There is a poignancy in the fact that the Green
Coats were not with their beloved colonel in his last
action.    Our knowledge of what happened to Hamp-
den as he rode away from Chal grove rests largely
on local   tradition.   Nugent,   however,   sifted   this
thoroughly more than a hundred years ago, and his
narrative has all the marks of accuracy.   The stricken
man is said to have been seen making for the house
at Pyrton from which he had married his first wife.
He was turned from this direction, however, by the
sight of Rupert's cavalry in the distance, and took to
the fields across Haseley towards Thame, moving in
his extremity by lanes and pastures that he had
known since childhood,    Having to take by-ways
and secluded tracks for safety, he reached the Thame
brook at a point where there was no bridge.    He
paused as though in doubt what to do, and then
* he suddenly summoned his strength, clapped spurs
and cleared the leap.3    In great pain and almost
fainting he reached Thame, and was conducted to a
house traditionally identified with what until recent
years was the c Greyhound Inn/ where, his wounds
being dressed, c the surgeon would, for a while, have
given him hopes of life.'    It will be seen from the
account printed in the Appendix that it was by some
reported at the time that Hampden's injuries were
not mortal.    * That noble and valiant gentleman,
received a shot with a bullet behind in the shoulder,
which stuck between the bone and the flesh, but is
since drawn forth, and himself very cheerful   and
hearty, and is by God's mercy more likely to be a
badge of honour than any danger to life.'
The scene of this last episode in Hampden's life
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